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Faculty Revises Lib Studies,
Rescinds Vacation-Cu- t
Policy

President Eteveds Planus
nn
For inliOOVGE1 itestoKitiofi

The Faculty passed a major change in the Liberal Studies
course and altered its position on pre- - and
class
attendance at its regular meeting Monday night.
post-vacatio-

n

"

,.

Effective next semester, the Lib Studies course will be
divided

into t w o
segments, one in the Humanities
and one in the Social Sciences.
Half of the freshman class will
take the Humanities segment first,
followed by that in the Social
Sciences; the other half of the
class will reverse the order.
one-semest-

At present, teachers in the Humanities staff 22 of the 26 sections
of Liberal Studies. Under the new
plan, the Social Science portion
will be staffed largely by faculty

junior-year-abroa- d

junior-year-abroa- d

members in 'this area.
The Faculty voted to rescind the
$10 fine for class cutting near
vacations. The procedure in the
period before and after
vacations will now be exacdy as
it is during the remainder of the
academic year. Individual depart
24-ho-

ur

Thistle Film Emphasizes MConfcf"

As Basic Artistic Accomplishment
by Gary Houston
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ous battle on the ice oi Lake uiua
(or Lake Peipus) in 13th Century
Russia. This climatic
to Germanophilia was most
untimely in its release, as nine
months later Stalin and Hitler were
r
pact,
to sign their famous
which historically was destroyed
by the very feelings which engendered the film's, production, though
Eisenstein was compelled to deliver a broadcast to the German
nation pleading for a cultural alliance "between the two great
peoples." As an expose of German-Russia- n
historical relations, Nev-skindeed, is crude, sometimes
melodramatic, often overdone in
its patriotic zeal blended with
ideological overtones.
In terms of cinematography, or,
if you will, pure aesthetics, the
slap-in-the-fa-

ce

pre-Wa-

y,

;

patriotic statement did not deflect
Eisenstein s art from the main
stream of his contemporaries. The
expressionistic montage technique,
so great a specialty of Soviet di
rectors like hisenstem and Pudov
kin, placed him well equal to the
stature of any European or Ameri
can him artist, ror if we were to
believe that art h always conflict.
as Eisenstein did, we could extend
this idea to art according to its
social mission, its nature, and its
methodology; we could see conflict
not only in the phenomenal world
but also in the verv art which
seeks to portray the phenomenal
world and . its conflicting nature;
we can imagine, finally, what Ei
senstein meant by the dialectic approach to film form.

Brazilians Visit Campus
During US College Tour

Ankrah was named chairman of a
rr- -

i

WoosterAnticipates
Broadcasts
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The basic advantage, according
to Mrs. Mary Jameson, college coordinator of the program, is cost.
Authorities or scholars can be
heard "live" on the campus at low
cost, due to the elimination of traveling expenses. Other advantages
are numerous. For example, colleges can trade lectures or lecturers
through the system. Also, multiple
lecturers can be used to hear opposing views of an issue.
Wooster is obtaining the equip-.mein cooperation with the Bell
Telephone System and the Ohio
Central Telephone Corporation.
"The wavs in which we use the
system are merely a limit of our
imagination," commented Mrs.
Jameson.
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National Liberation Council made up of

policies of the West, he had never
leaned definitely toward Russia or
China in their ideological split.
In analyzing the reasons for
Nkrumah's fall, most observers
pointed to Nkrumah's lavish spend-

ing and

ill-conceiv-

ed,

poorly man-

aged
corporations which
were crumbling the economic base
of Ghana. Gaining legal independence from Great Britain in 1957,
Ghana had more than $560 million
in foreign currency and the highest per capita income of any black
African state. Nkrumah began impressively with projects like the
partially American-finance- d
Volta
Dam and a modern port and industrial complex at Tema.
As time passed, however, Nkrumah's spending was waged more
for the purpose of showy prestige
than solid economic development.
A $20 million palace was built for
the week-lonsummit meeting of
the Organization of African Unity
last October. Cocoa, the staple product, the exports of which produce
65 percent of Ghana's foreign
trade earnings, saw its price slide
on the world market from 72 cents
ner pound to 12 cents as of last
state-ru-

n

g

July. Ghana's foreign currency and
gold reserves have dwindled to as
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Several students organizations are pool
ing resources to open a coffee house after spring vacation in
the Church House basement. More information next week.
THE BROWN DOOR

ever-pressin-g

Waffs Commenfs On Fall Of Ghana President;
Goals Of Regime Unrealistic And Tyrannous

In Nevsky, the dialectic ap- ponce ana army omcers.
proach is shown by visual conflicts
Reports said the council had
between lines, planes, volumes, formed three separate committees,
spaces, and, most conspicuously, to direct administration, economy,
By Bell armies. At the same time however, and foreign affairs. Meanwhile,
Eisenstein sought to synchronize President Nkrumah was on his
Learning by telephone will the viewer's sensations, such that way to Hanoi, the capital of North
occur at Wooster in March and each frame of film which you see Vietnam, at the invitation of ChinApril, as an experimental pro- has a corresponding measure of ese Communist leaders. While
music to accentuate the empathy. Nkrumah had proclaimed an obgram employing Bell Tele- Hence, the lively score of Serge jective of creating the first African
phone System's Telelecture equip- Prokofiev
was written scene by black socialist state and had also
ment is initiated at the College. scene.
bitterly denounced the capitalist
A series of lectures will be broadcast over a national telephone
hookup, enabling a class to talk
d III M
w'Prn
to the lecturer.
Authorities can talk from any
I
i
phone in the country. Their words
are then amplified over loudspeakers here at the College, and
students may ask questions by
means of a roving microphone.
Departments participating in the
program, which will take place in
Kauke 225, are the languages and
;"
sociology.

suggestions reiaung to ine present,
dissatisfactory situation of that
enterprise.
Mrs. Barbara Holden, Manager
of the store and Mr. Arthur E.
Palmer, Business Manager of the
College, were also present at the
meeting to answer questions and
to present their views on the possible future of the bookstore.
Dr. Lowry opened the conclave
by saying that the new bookstore
which will be in the new student
union will contain 7,000 square
feet of space, whereas the present
location only contains some 1800
square feet excluding storage
space. He added that, 'The union
bookstore will be most ample to do
the job."
Next, the President moved to the
more immediate situation of what
to do with the bookstore in September to meet the needs of the
campus more adequately. Dr.
Lowry revealed that he was going
to propose to a Board of Trustees
Building and Grounds Committee
on Tuesday that Hoover Cottage
remain standing until the erection
of the new union. The reason for
this proposal lies in the elimination of all dining and kitchen facilities at Hoover, which would
allow the entire Cottage to be used
for bookstore purposes. Elaborating, Lowry said that the present
dining room could be used for a
trade-boostore addition to present operations and that the kitchen
area could be more adequately
employed for mailing facilities.
k
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by John Ryan
Dr. Howard F. Lowry, College President, met with interested students and faculty members on Monday afternoon
in the Library Lecture Room to reveal proposals for the improvement of the bookstore and for open discussion and

The refurbished Hoover facili
ties would feature trade books and
i enlarged paperback section
with a display system showing the
books in a face-u- p
fashion rather
BRAZILIANS WEATHER Wooster rain during their recent visit
than the present, obscure spine-to the campus.
out display system that has
brought so much criticism of the
aesthetic atmosphere of the store.
Speaking on the subject of the
proposed trade-boo- k
addition, Dr.
Lowry said that he "visualized an
attractive lounge environment with
comfortable chairs where people
For four days this week Wooster hosted 10 Brazilian
could just browse or read for free
if they wanted to."
college students under the auspices of the International StuSplit Board
dent Service. The students are in the midst of an overseas
Alluding to the controversy of
tour which takes them to New
the
King
issue, Dr. Lowrv intimated that
Howard
discuss
administo
York, Washington, Chicago, St.
he
thought
the Board committee
Louis, Miami, and the University trative and admissions policies of
.
am
Wooster.
might
split
down the middle
nght
of Texas as well as to Wooster.
on
what
is
the
best
interest conLater the Brazilian visitors met
The trip, subsidized by the Bucerning
the
"evesore"
of Hoover.
reau of Educational and Cultural with SGA President Jim McHenry,
According
to
the
President,
the
Affairs of the State Department, is the SGA Cabinet, and VOICE edi-to- r
whole
development of the campus
Steve Avakian to investigate
designed to promote international
is
based
on getting rid of Hoover.
understanding between the youth the student role in college deci
But, the
needs for
These latter meetings
of the United States and of Latin
the immediate improvement of the
America. The itinerary serves to were characterized as "grueling
bookstore will have to be taken
give the Brazilians a representative and challenging by Avakian.
into account with the disappointview of American cities and of
"These students were sharp, and
ment of retaining Hoover for anboth the large and small higher
other two years, since the few
werent hesitant about asking in
education systems.
other alternatives are totallv in.
cisive questions. They were par
The 10 students arrived on the ticularly interested in the relation'
adequate when compared to the
Wooster campus last Saturday eve- ship between the VOICE and gen
noover expansion.
ning and spent the following three eral student opinion, for they
Finally, Lowry unexpectedly redays pursuing a concentrated couldn't understand how a paper
vealed plans for improvement of
schedule designed to familiarize could hope to speak for the stupresent bookstore facilities for the
themselves with the College. After dents without taking some sort of
remainder of this semester. The
a tour of the campus, the group public opinion polls,
work is to be completed by April
Avakian
1. Mrs. Holden provided
met with Assistant Dean of Men commented.
the information for this phase of improvement. She explained that the
imminent, spring operation would
include getting rid of inadequate
equipment and installing used fixtures that would be much better
than present facilities. The Manager of the bookstore also said that
by Don Kennedy
she is in the process of working
In the seventh successful coup on the African continent within the last nine, months, on a letter to each department
President Kwame Nkrumah was recently ousted from the leadership of Ghana by a mili- head asking for a list of about five
books for recommended reading.
tary group headed by Major General J. A. Ankrah and Lieutenant Colonel E. K. Kotoka.
sion-makin- g.

This evening at 7:30 and 9:30, Thistle brings to Scott
Auditorium Sergei Eisenstein's film, Alexander Nevskv. vin- tage 1938. Alexander Nevsky concerns the notable victory of
v
m
la
its title-heragainst the invading teutonic Knights in the iam- a
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ments will set their own class attendance requirements for the entire academic year. The faculty
Educational Policy Committee had
earlier recommended no change in
the policy.
Several other actions were taken
by the Faculty. The grade-poin- t
a
student has to maintain in order
to go on a
program was changed from 3.0 to 2.6
for "any
program approved bv Faculty vote"
under exceptional circumstances
and with the permission of the
Dean. Several new courses were
added, especially in the Political
Science and Religion departments.
The Faculty also voted favorably
on a motion to cancel all class
on the afternoon of Good Friday.

.

I

j

little as $25 million.
Mr. Floyd Watts of the College
history department, when asked to
comment on the situation, placed
most of the blame on Nkrumah
himself.' He referred to the quotation of Lord Acton, "Power tends
to corrupt; absolute power cor-

rupts absolutely." Dr. Watts felt
that Nkrumah's idealistic objectives (i.e. the first black African
socialist state, and a
n
Pan-Africa-

union) were somewhat hypocritical or appeared so because Nkrumah was onlv in favor of them as
lonsr as he could retain control.
Having been proclaimed president
of Ghana for life, Nkrumah's ty
rannous tendencies were becoming
more marked each day.
Voice of Africa
At the same time, Nkrumah was
unrealistic to think that he could
permanently be the' voice of Africa, particularly after the emergence of a free Nigeria in 1960.
Since then the Ghana president
has been operating under a delusion of his own potentialities.
Mr. Watts continued that it was
evident from Nkrumah's writings
that "he had persuaded himself
that there was a conspiracy of
capitalist powers to control raw
materials and thus lower the world
market price of cocoa."
Because of this misconception,
Nkrumah increas i n g 1 y directed
trade for consumer goods toward
the Soviet Union. The result was
that Ghana gradually grew rebellious because of the inferiority
of Russian goods in comparison
to the western goods to which the
people had become accustomed. In
addition, a large percentage of the
Russian imports were useless to
the young economy. A severe
shortage in staple consumer goods
occurred.
"Actually, this brief regime of
Nkrumah's follows more closely
the pattern of European revolutions that lead to tyranny than it
fits into any African pattern." Dr.
Watts compared Nkrumah's rule
(Continued on Page 2)

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT
The College of Wooster Scot

Symphonic Band will present
its annual winter concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial
Chapel. The concert will be
directed by Mr. Donald Coop-

er. The program, described by
Mr. Cooper as something of
an excursion in various musical styles, includes the following works: "Coat of Arms
March" by George Kenny;
"Music for a Festival," by
Gordon Jacob; Kalinnikov's
"Symphony No. 1 in G Minor
(Finale)"; Mozart's "Horn
Concerto No. 2, Op. 417, in
Major," with Frank
Stroup as horn soloist; "Variants on a Mediaeval Tune"
by Norman Dello Joio;
"The Purple Carnival";
Denes Agay's "Harliquinade
Suite"; "Jericho, Rhapsody for
Band" by Morton Gould; and
selections for trombones, piano, drums and bass.
E-f-

lat

Al-for- d's

She will then choose from 100-15- 0
books from that list for display on
the new equipment.
There will also be an ad in the
VOTCE from the store asking for
students' opinions, according to
Mrs. Holden. Concerning the entire improvement of the bookstore,
Dr. Lowry proposed the formation
of a
committee to
make suggestions on the issue. The
committe would be composed of
three faculty members, three students, and Rodney Williams, who
is a former photographer for Life
and knows, according to the Presig
dent, "many tricky ways of
books."
seven-memb-

er

oh-tain-
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Decision

Open-Minde- d

The campus expressed its surprised approval at the
Monday chapel announcement of the revised vacation class
cut rule. We add our appreciation for the faculty's consider-

I COOVO

Caught

66 CJ

by Deane Calhoun

THIS SWJfCT

ation of student opinion.
In the past several years the faculty has shown a marked
willingness to evaluate college policies in an
and positive spirit. Two years ago they assigned general class
cut restrictions to individual departments, loosening the rigid
standard considerably. The more recent approval of the MAT
and Faculty Evaluation programs indicate a vital, and continuing academic concern. We recognize the difficulty of
decision in the face of a
and partially valuable tradition. While the undercurrent of student criticism
occasionally appears overly negative, it is gratifying to see
concern treated with sympathetic and positive judgment.

fo

Whirs

The sound of a struggle interrupted my meditative
melodious reflections within that "most beautiful building on
campus." A small freshman was attempting to tie herself to
the Chapel's bell-ropThe March floods hadn't even begun,

open-minde- d

well-establish-

e.

so i considered tnis obvious

.....

well-intention- ed

A Plea for Color Day

To the Editor:
It is rumored abroad that plans
for Color Dav4 Festivities are be- ing brought down to the mundane
level of another informal, before such gruesome planning gets
much further, I would like to register the potentially great disappointment on the part of many
romantics. We do still exist, you
know.
1) Is Color Day now to be relegated to another in a series of
frenzied evenings Winter Carnival, Centennial-a-go-go,- .'
informals,
and the Ice Cream Social? It you
want a street dance, why not
make something successful out of
the Ice Cream Social, or must you
take a usually successful affair and
ruin it to show "creativity"?
2) There is no
formal
all-colle-

ge

from March through June, thus
leaving the period of spring devoid of such functions. (No organized outlet for spring fever, if
the powers-that-bwish to note this
danger.)
3) Maybe Wooster is too tradition-minded,
but Color Day is
hardly the time to change by following the high school crowd.
Everything about Color Day Weekend is traditional, so you'll have
to throw it all out if you want to
change that. It can be one of
varied fun from sports events to
enchanting pageantry and "snowy"
dances, the height of the social
calendar. It is a time for the
people who love Wooster, not those
who continually complain.
4) You may never have taken
the trouble to find out, men and
campus leaders, but there really
are a lot of females around the
campus who do enjoy being girls
for you, if you'd notice. You can
bet your bottom dollar that you'll
have an infinitely better evening
at a dreamy affair than at the kind
where you have to shout to be
heard and can never even shout to
more than one person at a time.
At least, give it a try on Color
Day
Ruthie Kulp
e

ToThe Editor

Aoad OtEoeirs)

jobs. All student
status of student
.
jobs are being classified and
evaluated, especially with respect
to wages. A whole new wage structure may have to be adopted.
But back to the questionnaire.
It is a necessarv part of the studv.
Although it is three and one-hal- f
pages long it should not take long
to fill out. Please take the time
to answer it completely and accurately and to return it as soon as
possible. The results may be significant for you personally as well
as for the college as a whole. Hopefully the results of this study will
be printed late this spring. Thank
you for your cooperation.
Sandy Ryburn

created at Wooster. an atmosphere
attributed to the influx of large
numbers of eager upper-middl- e
class white Presbvterian students
each year. His article outlined the
comenorts of one
mittee to sway this imbalance in
admissions.
It would be appropriate to call
attention to another
committee which, while not able
to effect a change in the student
body distribution, can hope to
modify the "eager upper-middl- e
class white Presbyterian" opinions
brought to the campus. This is the
Summer Reading committee, which
soon meets to consider likely titles
for the book list.
As in years past, several books
are to be chosen as the bases for
group discussions in the fall of
next school year, but this year it
is hoped that the total list will
n
run to about 10 titles.
as well as fiction books are being
considered with a reasonable balance of subject matter in mind.
It is my opinion that if this
reading program is to be a success
it must avoid serving a diet of
conservative, Reader's Digest material. Rather, it ought to support
the spirit of the Wooster theme
"free to choose because he knows
what the choices are . . . " bv
offering up different, or even unpopular viewpoints. As high school
science teachers are fond of saying,
synthesis is possible only after the
introduction of antithesis.
You can help the committee's
work with suggestions of books
which you found intriguing. This
year's committee is comprised of
Bob Tiews, Carolyn Dobay, Dr.
Uareson, Kon Wallace, and me,
as chairman. Your suggestions
should reach the committefl before
March 4 in order to insure con- sideration for the Summer Reading list. Here is vour chance to
help generate a little electricity in
me static atmosphere.
Kent Reed

.

bGA-supporte-

d

SGA-sponsor-

ed

Thanks Student Body
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the student
body for the wonderful support
given to the 1965-6Fighting Scot
basketball team. The fine school
spirit exemplified both at our home
and away games was greatly appreciated by the members of the
squad and the coaches. This year's
pep band in my opinion was the
finest in the OAC. The cheerleaders worked tirelessly at many
tasks. The student body can rest
assured that every effort will be
made to give Wooster its fourth
consecutively winning season in

Non-fictio-

6
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AlVanWie
Head Basketball Coach
Lauds "The Emperor"
To the Editor:
Please allow me to sav a word
of commendation to Mr. Soliday
and a fine cast and crew for their

resentation of The Emperor.
'taging, direction, and acting were
professional. Mr. Russell Badger's
sensitive and eloquent performance
set a standard that was followed
by the other roles. All met and
turned Pirandello's jagged edge
to show the brilliance of the instrument. An effective technique
in this was the excellent modulation of voices. Thanks for giving
Blasts Lib Society
us strong, modern, interesting To the Editor:
Vice President of Campus Af- theatre.
Though my iournevs to the li
fairs Pete Herndon recently cited
Myron A. Peyton
brary for study purposes are in
the following reasons for the
constant, it is with a remarkable
situation Miss Kulp mentions in
Summer Book Titles
degree of consistency that I disTwo weeks ago Ron Wallace la- - cover the desks
her letter.
at which one is
)1 The SGA Legislature allo- mented
the static atmosphere supposed to sit to be occupied by
cated an additional $1,000 to
,
' ' f
''
I
I
"
Color Day weekend with the un'
derstanding that the money
would be spent for a folk group
Friday night and a Saturday
1 i '
I
U
I
night rock band.
2) The two groups mentioned
above have been contracted for
$1,000. Two nights of entertainment are provided to "provide a
weekend where dates would not
be necessary, to appeal to a
I
larger element of the campus
than just those attending a formal affair, and to provide more
entertainment for our money."
3) Herndon states that the decision was made by the Legislature, not by the Color Day Com.

'
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The VOICE welcomes

further

y
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A

letters on this subject. Because
of space limitation, we must request that they be short. Eds.

seat-reservati-

feet-shufflin-

wise-crackin- g

WOOSTER

MERMAIDS

Ruthie KuId. Bettv Friesner. Sua
Drysdale and Ginny Coates bose in costumes from ha "Ru.
sian Cossack Dance" number of this year's Sharks' show.
Entitled "Les Girls," the 1966 edition will be presented in
Severance pool Wednesday through Saturday of next week,
March 9, 10, 11, 12 at 8 p.m. Tickets can be obtained from
members of the synchronized swim club or bought at the door.

water-cooler-frequentin-

on

g

g,

g

of Wooster, a wholesome St. Pat
rick's Day to you!' 'With best
wishes from the C.O.W. a reward-

ing and enriching Centennial (if
any left over, send to ) These
and various other choice selections
prevented me from getting to the
bank window until 4:59. However,
I was waited on immediately, as
the Bank Open sign was just be
ing hidden, having been exposed
for four minutes.
"While I waited for the monev
drawer to be unlocked, I glanced
SUMMER

MEDICAL

GRANT

A program has recently
been announced by the Smith,
Kline, and French Foundation
(pharmaceuticals) t o allow
students who have not decided on a career in medicine
to work for two months this
summer at Western Reserve
Medical School. A $500 stipend is offered. Interested
students should contact Mr.
Donald Wise of the Biology
Department. Applications are
due March 15.

Watts On Africa
(Continued from Page 1)

with that of Napoleon in that
initial dazzling success was followed by superficial success, and
finally by open discontent, all within a short period of time.
The history professor concluded
that "Ghana had wearied of the
strenuous task of maintaining an
artificial world position when so
much obviously had gone awry at
home." He felt that once the new
regime gained stability, there was
a chance that considerable United
Until Proven Guilty"
States aid would be channeled into
To the Editor:
Ghana, since it has the potential
Recently an acquaintance of for diversified economic programs.
mine, whom I shall call Bill, was Early reports from Washington inconvicted by the Academic Honor dicated no regret over the sudden
Board of cheating on a first
deposition of the outspoken critic
of America.
on Pai" 41
God-Knows-Whe-

re

"...

semes-Tontinn-

H

booster

at the records, cursing the fact
that I would not have enough
money to indulge in possessing
such enchanters as: 'The Elm
Blight Fall In Memorium' and
'Men's Dorms Medleys Prelude to
a New Delay.' Grabbing my
money, I queried where I might
find my book. She referred to a
list, and told me that under the
new system the books were now
classified by color.
Beige and Mauve were in the
room on the left, Orange to Violet
were missing. Colorblind, and with
30 seconds to go, I sprang to my
task, and knocked over a tableful
of choice selections in the process.
'Love Is a Color', 4A Tree Is a

Thing', and 'Sad Is a Feeling' lay
open on the floor before me. I
threw these back into the melee,
and dashed around the Miscellaneous Table, piled high with unclassified Golden Books and Wooster night-shirts.

"Probably you've noticed that
the aisles are rather narrow? I
don't really know if they're wide
enough to be called aisles, perhaps
'spaces
between-the-shelves-so-tha-

one-might-reach-the-merchan-

t-

dise

would be more
apt. Anyway, even tho' not a soul
was in there I had to muster all
of my agility to work my way
through the maze.
"Finally, I saw the neadv
stacked books glistening in their
harmonious colors. I made a last
leap to reach the room before the
book store closed. In mid-ai- r
I
suddenly felt t h e descending
weight of darkness. They had
turned out the lights. I would have
shouted except that as I opened
my mouth a stuffed Wooster Scottv
dog fell in, a reject of many
months.
irom-the-doorw-

ay

905 Late Minutes
"The door clicked shut, and as
the disappearing footsteps met my
ears I attempted to determine my
position. I found it to be horizon
tal. My feet, apparently, were in
the surprise-packagbox while
my head was within that treasure
e

books-we-know-the-whereabouts-

-of

b y color-room.'
My
arms were pinned to my sides, on
the left by a revolving stand of
what felt to be new stiff paintbrushes, or pens with fine points;
on the right by a high formidable
stack of Kleenex boxes.
classified-

-

--

"I realized that I would

prob-

ably be stuck here for quite a
while, so I began to practice thinking, hoping that I would have a
chance to use it in the years to
come. I thought how unnecessary
the N.U.B. (new union building)
would be, as the O.B.S. (old book
store) in its present state took up
more than all of your extra time,
study-breatime, and allotted
waste time. All that was lacking
was space to sit, stand, or move.
"I was unwedged at 8:05 the
next morning, having accumulated
905 late min&fes. But these were
excused because I was trapped in
an unforeseeable position, which is
another reason I'm hanging myself. You see, I was given a week's
campus for spending the night in
a condemned building."
k

otce

Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the school year.
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and should not be
construed as representing administration policy.
,SisnewsPaPer welcomes si2ned Ietters t0 tne editor. Address all correspondence to the
VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in
the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
RON WIRICK

Attention Student Employees
Do you have a campus job? If
so, you will soon be receiving a
questionnaire concerning it. Wait
a minute before you toss it in
the direction of the waste basket.
This questionnaire could be financially meaningful to you. Right
now a study is being made of the

an assembly of unseen people. I
allude to the system of
which is so fashionable today to what may be called the "lib
society."
But who makes up this lib society? Although they are usually
unseen, occasionally they become
visible. They are ordinary people,
like you and me, on the exterior.
Amidst the flourish of
or
or
they sometimes enter
in droves following the meal they
had in Upper Holden or someplace.
Then there are those who come
in "study-dates,- "
that is a fine aggrandizement of educational pursuits which for many is the whole
and essence of college life. All of
them have reserved seats for a nice
evening of for desparate lack of
a better word Woostena. All of
them constitute forgive the erstwhile categorization
a certain
breed.
The effrontery of these people
is appalling. Where, in the name
of all that is sacred to American
democracy, do they get the unsolicited brass to reserve these
seats for themselves? Show it to
me on the books, that's all! I
thought that I.S. carrels were for
seniors, not for prestigious or
prestige-seekinunderclassmen.
I suggest that this paralysis of
their respective mentalities be re
moved as quickly as possible and
that they develop a modicum of
awareness of their fellow students'
rights. I recommend that anyone.
confronted with a situation in
which rows of desks are being "re
served," have no hesitation in removing the books of one of these
desks, putting them in a safe
place, and using it for himself
he owes that much to himself.
For all I know, the offenders
in this case mav make up the ma
jority of enrolled students on the
campus; I am no expert on campus percentages. But no matter
how many of them there are, I
defy anybody to even say a word
in defense of their routine antics
in the library, for though no one
savors the "first come, first served"
inclination in his fellow man's be
havior, the alternative of unjustly
reserving a seat for oneself bv
plopping one or two books on a
desk and waltzing off to
is hardly defensible.
Gary Houston
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at-

tempt at
to be a
bit premature. "Why?" Tasked
her.
"Because efficiency and organiza
tion are about to replace one of
the most exciting and challenging
lb hours I have ever spent here.
so 1 shall swing
in proiesi. L.ei
me explain it all L
to you while
they finish that
organ recital.
I was one of
the 30 in an
intra, course
who couldn't
Deane
get books (ap
parently five were ordered for the
course). 1 was told theyd be in
yesterday. So, choosing the shal
lower of the two muddy ruts, I
slopped up to the Book Store. It
was five of five, but I was one of
the few who knew that the bank
had changed its hours to 4:55- 5:U5. 1 guess they figured that it
didn't matter if the book store was
open or not when the bank was
open, as there were seldom people
at the bank window anyway.
I was delayed by the selection
0
of contemporary cards at the coun
ter: from the Hills of the College
self-destructi- on

ed
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by Dennis Goettel

i
Basketball season is dead and gone, but speculation lingers on.
Even though the black tennies have been hung up for another year,
intriguing questions continue to come to mind what if the Scots
had stuffed through four more DoinU at th rirfit
time, and beaten Mount Union? What if the
drawings for the OAC tourney had come out differently? If
I could go on forever.
if
However, the season that came in like a lion has
gone out like a lamb, and all we can do is take
a little closer look and try to see just what happened. The Scots were cruising along with a 12-- 2
record about semester break, and looking as fine
as wine. Then the Scotmobile seemed to run out
of gas, and sputtered in to a final record of 15-8- ,
having lost six of its last nine games (this is the
Hutch
way the season ends, not with a bansr but a
whimper.) What happened?
One thing that I think hurt Wooster this season was its
schedule. In the first place, it required too much travel, and at
the wrong times. It's a cinch that the team travelled more miles
than any other Wooster squad in history. First came the Christmas
jaunt to West Chester and Hofstra. The holiday vacation was also
interrupted by the Wooster Classic, the tournament on Dec. 28 and
29. The team had only a few days of holiday respite from the
basketball wars. As soon as their exams were over the Scots
were off on another journey to Holland, Mich., almost 330 miles
away, for a game with Hope College. The final blow came when
the cagers had to make the trek to Richmond, Ind., to play Earl-hathen return home to play Denison the next night. The Big
Red had played only 15 games, were fresh and keyed. The Scots
m,

had 21 games behind them, and were tired.
The schedule looks somewhat brighter for next season. Again,

This weekend will be one of the most important in the
career of senior Phil Cotterman, as he goes for an unprecedented third straight Ohio Conference wrestling championship.
Cotts has won the
division pach nf th lnt twn
177-Doun-

1

... ...

-

s;

X.

--

H

small-colleg-

non-leagu-

ce

games.
Still, many Wooster fans seemed to be disappointed by the

44-3-- 2

8-1-

12-2-

Defending OAC

Wrestling Champion Phil Cotterman

177-pou- nd

9--

Grapplers Grab Two
To Cap 7-- 4 Season
zo-o-

7--

5

7--

6,

post-seaso- n

in

9-1--

1

co-capta- in

3--

8.

in

7--

6-3--

2.

10-0--

44-3--

12-8-

2.

Wittenberg.

0.

The Scots swept the remaining
seven matches. John Ekberg scored
a fall at 8:23 over Dick Carter and
Bill Hufford followed with a
win over Jim Blackwell. Don Black
edged Stu Ritter, 2-Jeff Nye
stopped Tim Hansley, 11-and
Cotts flattened Dave Morris, 14-3- .
AI Leggett dominated Nick Burgess all the way and scored a third
period (8:01) fall. Roy Voss just
got by Ed Pesec, 2-5--

2

1,

4,

1.

Mo

Rajabi

wrestled

nine

matches this season and ended
with a
mark. The Scots travel
to Hiram for the OAC tourney today and tomorrow. Any winners
there will go to the nationals at
Mankato, Wisconsin.
5-- 4

ITnimall
Player

Pos.

at the Door
Wednesday Nites
Admission 75c
SANDWICHES

ACADEMY AWARD

for "THE COLLECTOR"
Week Nifei: "Flint" 7:20; "Collector"

I

9:20; Sunday: "Flint" 2:40
7:10;
"The Collector" 4:25 & 9:00

E-M-

ccimiiinmllallfie Sflaflnoilfic

E

Pet.

Rbds.

109

61

106

CANTON

84

140
275

6.1
11.9

67

2.9
6.2

74
82
46
56

WED., MAR. 16

Dan Roseberry G
F
RonHouser
F
Steve Bone
G
Scott Snyder

23
23
20

36.8

6
6

65.0
71.4
73.6
77.1
67.8
78.5
62.4
75.0
50.0

9.9

23

168
98
106
48

227

Buddy Harris F
George Baker G
Luke Hoffa
F

52.6
41.6
36.9
45.1
36.6
40.9

694

p.m.
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Wooster Totals
Opp. Totals
W.-OP-

I

NOEL HARRISON
(Rex Harrison's Son)
AND HIS OWN COMBO

452-658-

5

ALSO AT
WOOSTER AUTO CLUB
"Don't Miss This Big One"
RESERVATIONS

1

4

23

558

23

530

1331
1342

38
20

Heidelberg

37
63
10

25.0
25.0

93
42
16

8

5

10

4Z6

424

39.5

355

612
502

66-6-

3

West Chester

56-6-

3

Hofstra

Harris

Grove City

Jordan
Jordan
Gribble
Gribble
Gribble
Jordan
Harris

7451

Kenyon

68- - 53

Hiram
Marietta
Akron

73- - 65
69- - 57
69- - 58

8149
59-4-

5

76-7-

2

70.7

Ashland
Capital
Ohio Wesleyan
Muskingum

Oberlin
Hope
Ohio Northern

Harris

16
19
15

16
18
28
17
20
22
22
17
17
23

24

65-7- 3

Earlham

6470

Denison

Hoffa

16
20
35
22
17
27
18
14

69-8-

Baldwin-Wallac-

Harris

22

3

Otterbein

97-9- 0

Baldwin-Wallac-

7456

Wittenberg
Mount Union

52-5-

6

72-6-

3

1

e

Geneva

e

142
38
26
15
3

Ave.

1.9
1.3
1.4

Foul

Pt.
369

Ave.

16.0

332

14.4
12.6

290
205

8.9
7.5
4.4
1.9
1.5
1.4

173

87

0.6

33
12
12
6

mi

482

399

804

34.7

449

1540
1415

38
16

7

6T0
61.5

HIGH REBOUNDER

Gribble
Jordan
Gribble
Gribble
Jordan
Gribble

49-5-

Choice Seats Now at
George C. Wille Co.,

5

6C

78

HIGH SCORER

65-7- 0

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

19
11

55
27
14
5

70

Gribble
Jordan
Jordan
Jordan
Gribble
Jordan

0

68- - 60

"A Young Girl"

131

P.

68-6-

34-4- 7

Canton,

EGGAR,

for Best Actress

247
315
287
186
150

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL
0

SAMANTHA

Nomine

FTA

L

.

SAMANTHA EQQAR
TECHNICOLOR

FT

"Do You Believe in Magic"
8:30-12:3-

raring

TERENCE STAMP

Pet.

with

H. TILDEN & CO.

thoBQUeetop

e,

FGA

Tim Jordan
Bill Gribble

72- - 60

So Cool We Pass Out Gloves

WILLIAM
WYLBfTS

FG

mm

m

PICTURES

fnstets

130

THE NATION'S

I

UTi

23
23

at 7:30

CINEMASCOPE

COLUMBIA

echelon along with favorites Hiram

and Baldwin-Wallacand challengers Denison, Akron and Ohio
Wesleyan.
Cotterman is being
counted upon heavily to gain
points for the Scots, but for the
first time in four years should get
adequate suoDort from at Ipnst
five men. Those expected to gain
points for the Scots are senior
Warren Welch. soDhomora Uff
Nye, and freshmen Mo Rajabi,

i

ELUXE

I

C
G

I

7

3--

COLOR by

also

G

W's

PIZZA

and Rich Hilfer fell

to Bob Carter,

1

)?&J
f

POST

yesterday that Art Pilch, assistant professor of physical
education, assistant football
coach and head track coach,
has resigned from the faculty
to accept a position with
Massachusetts' Williams College. Pilch will be head track
coach at the New England
school as well as assistant
football mentor. His resignation becomes effective at the
end of this semester.

9

ent

post-seaso- n

ill

1,

.

Hear ye, hear ye contrary to several rumors, newscasts, etc.,
Wooster has signed the controversial letter affirming its intention to
enforce the 1.6 grade requirement rule. Over 150 schools have not
signed the letter, and have been disqualified from all NCAA postseason competition. In order to protect Scot athletes who might be
participating in tourneys, Dr. Lowry did sign the letter. However,
what the Wooster reaction would have been under normal
circumstances remains to be seen.

NOW THRU MONDAY

College announced

The

6.

0,

hard-workin- g

Live Music

PILCH WINS WILLIAMS

1,

1.

iit mi I

V

4.

2-5--

-

2,

0.

0,

B--

-

177-poun-

Leg-gett-

5--

6-4--

All-Oppon-

3--

Al Leggett (191) scored well on
hapless Kenvon sauad. 30-6- .
to
Mike Brown, 10-2- , and Roy Voss
compile their 4 season record
(UNL) finished the meet with a
the best in 11 years.
6-decision over Ed Gaines.
's
At Kenyon last Monday, Woosand Voss's records are 4-ter was in control all the way. John and
respectively.
Koehler stepped in for the Scots
Woo Romps at Cap
at 123 and downed Bob Gladstone
Warren Welch was moved up
The fighting Scots bombed Capito 130 and Rich Hilfer was boosted tal's Crusaders at Columbus
last
to 137 when Mo Rajabi strained Saturday, 28-It was Koehler
his back before the Capital meet.
again at 123 for Wooster and he
Welch finished four up on Norm scored
a close 10-- decision over
and brought his sea- Dave Skrobot.
Hartsel,
Capital's Dwight
while Hilfer Langendorfer then
son mark to
stopped Warren
by Dick Greiser Welch,
was downed, 4-,
2

2.

crown again he will enter the National meet at Mankato the following weekend. He would be accompanied by any other Scots who
might win their weight class at
Hiram this weekend.
With this season Phil will be
gaining his fourth wrestling letter
for Wooster and his ninth letter
on the Hill. This is indeed a rarity
among college athletes today as
more and more concentrate on one
or at best two sports. Phil has won
four in football, four in wrestling
and one in track.
By winning his four matches
on the way to a championship this
week and with two victories in
the NCAA meet, Cotterman could
win 50 matches in his college
career certainly a tremendous

10-0-- 1

ana on Monday trounced a

,

3,

3--

by Josh Stroup

8--

co-capta-

-1

0

Scots' showing this season. To these, I must agree with coach
Van Wie, who remarked, "I hope we can 'disappoint' them with
15 wins again next season." There are a lot of coaches and fans
who would be more than happy to come through with 15 wins.
It's kind of a "remember the starving kids in Asia and eat what's
on your plate" affair. And looking back over the past three to end at
seasons, you will see that only Akron and Otterbein in the OAC
Ekberg Sparkles
have compiled better records. All in all, it was a more than sucFreshman John Ekberg (145)
cessful year for the Black and Gold. Thanks, not gripes, are due
capped
a six meet win streak by
Coach Van Wie and his staff.
pinning Pete Seibel in the third
period (8:23). That was Ekberg's
The basketball team recently made their selections for
sixth pin in nine matches and gave
honors. Awarded the title of Most Valuable Player was
him an impressive
season
Buddy Harris. This is the second year Buddy has been so honored.
tally. Kenyon's Mark Hamlon
He was also selected as the squad's most valuable defensive player.
scored a 9-- 3 decision over Bill
The best man on offense, according to the team, was center Tim JorHufford (152) that put Hufford's
dan. Jordan was also chosen to be
for the coming season.
season mark at
The other
will be selected next year. Scott Snyder was
At 160, Don Black won his 8th
voted the Gold Shirt Award. This award goes to the most valuable
match.
against Gary Nave.
player on the second team. Coach Van Wie asserts that '"yu can't
say enough for the guy who gets this award." It's a tough job, often Jeff Nye (167) then came on to
a thankless one, and undoubtedly one of the most important jobs on pin Jim Keresey after 5:29 and
Captain
the team. An indication of how
the second team was put his record at
colfinished
Cotterman
Phil
his
this season is the fact that every player on that squad got at least one
lege
wrestling
with
career
a pin
vote. Bill Gribble was voted the player who contributed the most to the
morale of the team. Joe Fay was selected as the team's most humorous over Ed Lentz only 28 seconds inplayer, and if you think that doesn't mean anything, try going through to the second period. Cotts' season
a tough 23 game season without some humor. That's a chilling thought. record is the squad's best,
and his collegiate tally is an almost
unbelievable
It will take
The team also selected an
Team composed of a lot of wrestler to fill the
gap
the toughest players they faced this season. On the first team that Cotts is leaving at the 177
were three Akron players Don Williams, Ken Mackovic, and Bill pound spot.
Turner. Also voted to the team were Otterbein's Don Carlos and
Dick Scott. The Scots also showed their respect for Akron
by voting the Zips the best team they faced all year, the best offensive team and the best defensive team. The players also
decided that their best game this season was the victory over MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
co-capta-

1

The former Mentor High School
athlete has posted an outstanding
record during his four
years of wrestling for Coach Phil
Shipe at Wooster. During his
freshman year Cotterman was
at heavyweight. His loss came
in the semifinals of the tournament
and his tie during the regular season. His sophomore year was unblemished, with a 14-- record, and
his junior season was nearlv as
.
good at
During his junior vear Phil lost
to Bill Wilfong of Akron in a dual
meet,
but later avenged the
defeat in the tournament finals.
His other loss was in the first
round of the NCAA College Division finals to a wrestler from Mankato State,
This season Phil posted a
mark in dual meets, and was the
only undefeated regular on the
squad. He scored 44 points for the
Scots while allowing only two in
his draw with Hiram's Greg
Haase. Haase was undefeated at
the time, but has since been beaten,
by Jeff Stark of Muskingum.
Cotterman won five times by pins
this season, and will be using his
strength in a course of revenge
toward Haase and another
d
championship today and
tomorrow at Hiram.
Fourteen schools will participate
in this year's tournament, and
Wooster will be among the upper

$

Wooster's wrestling season ended with a bang last week
the Scot grapplers came through with two victories in three
days to make more noise than any squad has in the history
Pennsylvania.
Another factor that must be considered when evaluating a team's ol the sport here. Last Saturday the fccots rolled over Capital,
record is the difficulty of its schedule. Aside from the fact that Woose
ter is a member of one of the strongest
basketball conferences in the nation, consider the
e
games we played this
season. Geneva College was champion of its conference the West
Penn; Hope easily grabbed first place in the MIAA for the second
year in a row; Earlham had the best record of an independent school
in Indiana; and Hofstra was a better team than its record showed,
having defeated such schools as NYU. Just how fine the Scots were
can be seen by the fact that they won six of their nine

d

)ears ana as a iresnman nnisned
John Ekberg and Don Black.
third in the OAC as a
If Cotts captures the conference

22 games have been scheduled. However, Hope and Earlham will play
at Wooster. Also, the Christmas trip will not be so long, as the Scots
will travel to Carnegie Tech and Westminster College, both in western as

non-conferen-

teds
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' Harris

Harris
Harris
Jordan
Harris
Jordan

Harris
Jordan
Harris

11
16
15
9

7
16
16
18
15

Gribble

6

Jordan
Harris
Harris
Harris
Jordan
Harris

14
12
14
18

Jordan
Gribble

Harris
Jordan
Harris
Jordan

Harris

11

17
16
12
10

20
11
11
16
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Contrasting Elements Unite
In Powerful New Othello'
by Sue Anderson
The Warner Brothers film of "Othello" appearing at
the Wooster Theater recently drew its overpowering strength
of emotion and theme from dramatic confrontation of opposing forces.
Critics have made the mistake
of identifying the conflicts of the
play with the present race struggle,
obscuring the actual clashes involved. Othello the Moor, is a passionate "natural man" whose character is embodied in his role as
a soldier. He inspires unquestioning loyalty in his men as a leader
intensity and
with single-minde- d
confidence. His fearful animality
contrasts strikingly with the frail,
pure aristocracy of Desdemona.
Iago presents a second foil to
Othello with his own kind of
madness. His obsession is fiercely
stated in the line, "I hate the
Moor." He pursues his passionate
hate with a brilliant subtlety fully
as powerful as Othello's blustering
fireworks.

Sir Laurence Olivier believes
"You have to be enormously big
as Othello." Through a violent and
wildly active performance, enhanced immeasurably by boldly
original camera work, Olivier
creates a tortured man of larger-than-lif-e
proportions. The question
is whether he has lost touch with
the human qualities of Othello by
his frightening histrionics. Olivier
seems to demand the audience's
sympathy and attention rather
than win it, and succeeds rather
in inspiring a distance and, dis- -

Why Not Attend

the

University
OF

Hawaii
Summer Session

June 18 - July 30
$455.00
West Coast and Hotel
CALL

FLAIR TRAVEL
E.

's

non-tradition- al

ectively simple settings. Othello
must be called an overwhelming
success as the forces of inevitable
destruction converge in the beau
lfully expressive last scene. The
camera silently withdraws from an
absolutely silent tableau of Des
demona and Othello, united and

including Air Fare from

346

approval in modem audiences. It
is not until his final scene that
Othello's tragedy becomes as totally compelling as anticipated.
The evil glint never leaves
Frank Finlay's eyes as he plots his
way through a magnificent performance as Iago. The audience at
once despises his ruthless drive to
destroy, yet is fascinated by him.
Not only does he possess a singular
power of personality; but Mr. Fin-layunderstated style, capitalizing
on facial expression and eyes, is
tremendously effective.
Maggie Smith gives a
interpretation of Desdemona. The usual clinging vine who
is easily dazzled by Othello's battle
tales is replaced by a woman of
intelligence and maturity. What
she lacks in youth and conventional submissiveness, Miss Smith
gains in realism. Desdemona becomes a person who conceivably
could resist her father's pressure
and possess such deep commitment
to Othello. She handles the supposed madness before death with
controlled resignation, conveying
more a compulsive fatalism than
derangement.
The production is especially
notable for the consistent excellence of every character involved.
Joyce Redman achieves more presence and vitality than one could
ever expect from the part of
Emelia. Derek Jacobi is a tragic
Cassio, whose youthful exuberance
pushes him unwittingly to destroy
his true passion for honor and
duty. Robert Lang is convincingly
the idiot Shakespeare intended
Roderigo to be.
The difficulties in recording a
stage penormance on Mm are
somewhat disturbing to an audi
ence largely unfamiliar with live
productions. However, by the end
of the first half of the play, most
have adjusted to the somewhat
exaggerated movements and ef

Bowman St.
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Mermen Finish
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Closest to the Campus
Prescription Center
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263-478- 6

Editor's Note: The Academic
Honor Board, through its chair
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Your Cosmetic Headquarters
DuBarry

Clairol

Available throughout the U.S.A. and
Canada. A New Product which will
sell itself. Our line is a complete business within itself, no sideline investment necessary. Space-ag- e
advance.
Used by homes, hotels, farms, institutions, factories, plants, government installations and business. National Advertising by Company. Users may order
for $13.95 per gallon delivered prepaid. Exclusive Franchise. Investment
secured by fast moving inventory with
a guarantee sell agreement.
$400 minimum, $14,758.40 maximum
investment.
For complete information
Area Code
314-PE-9--

Max Factor

01

WOOSTER FLORAL
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Book Sale
CHURCHILL

3024 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074

Miller and Sainthill

Tompson

DOGS
write or call:
25

FRANCHISE SALES
DIVISION 0-- 2

EARTH'S REMOTEST END
CAVALCADE

OF

IS

Keyand

at

NOW OPEN

Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a .m. - 9 p.m.

Yardley

Polloch

BASKETBALL

STARK'S
RESTAURANT

Marcelle

Dorothy Gray

Helena Rubenstein

Dana

V'Ki;

ds

Finishing off their regular dual
meet season, the Wooster Scot
swimming team met Oberiin in
their own pool last Saturday. The
Yeomen, trying for good seeding
times for the Conference meet, put
on a good show for the home
Sevcrowd, defeating Woo, 63-3eral pool records were set (by
Oberiin swimmers) and Steve Stitt
bettered the Conference record in
the 500 yard freestyle by four seconds.

n

'

CENTENNIAL BALL!

Faberge

by Nate Smith
two-thir-

HAVE A

Revlon

Sixfh AA Rolls On

-9

With
of the IM season gone, Sixth AA is in first
place and still remains undefeated,
it would appear that they have
the championship virtually locked
up. However, they still have games
left with Seventh, Second, Third
AA, First, Third A. Second might
possibly ruin their perfect season,
but it would seem to be almost impossible to catch them. Sixth AA
is a team with ability seldom seen
in an intramural league and they
deserve a lot of credit for the fine
The outstanding swimmer for playing they have displayed this
Wooster was Ted Ball. He won the season.
100 yard freestyle and was second
Second, the only team that apin the 200 yard race. Seconds were peared strong enough to battle
lliij
also registered by Vandy Van Deu-se- with Sixth AA for the champion:::::::
ill
in the 50 yard freestyle and ship, let down in one game and
Dave Lazor in the diving. The ruined their chance for the tide.
ARTISTS JEANNE LAMPHERE BEESLY and Bruce Beesly pause
freestyle relay team won eight Even if they should win against
during a reception in their honor last Sunday at the Art
points, but was beaten by two of Sixth AA, they will still have two
Center. The two have been meeting with art classes this
Oberlin's exhibition teams. Cap- losses to Sixth's one.
week, and a show featuring their works runs thru Mar. 20.
tain Gerry Meyers finished his seaIf they had not lost to Fifth in
sonal swimming career with a secthe
beginning of the season, next
ond in the 500 yard freestyle.
Tuesday's game with Sixth AA
This weekend is the OAC could have put them into a playoff
(Continued from Page 2)
championship at Ohio Wesleyan. with Sixth AA for the championter final examination. Bill was not man Gerry Meyer, has issued Workouts have been rough and the ship. However, the game should
the following statement:
granted a retrial by the Board.
tubmen should definitely have an still be one of the best cage batdes
misconcepimproved
I am not at liberty to discuss
record over the perform-- ' the intramural league has seen all
"To clarify a few
publicly the details of the trial. tions the Academic Honor Board ances of the last two or three years. year.
have noted, however, that the feels compelled to comment on
Board's initial decision was one Mr. Nichols letter. First of all,
that was quickly and carelessly the Board can only grant a reCHARGE
CARDS
COSMETICS
made on the basis of distinctly trial if 'new evidence signifiACCOUNTS
CANDY
doubtful and conflicting evidence. cantly affecting the outcome of
The Board did not take the at-- a case is discovered. Secondly,
titude that Bill was innocent until the Board always has taken the
proven guilty beyond reasonable attitude that the defendant is in
doubt. It took the attitude that Bill nocent until proven guilty. The
was innocent until there was any Board respects Mr. Nichols' right
v.I.,,.,- K
doubt whatsoever of that inno to his opinion and will take his
cence. I myself am not positive criticism into consideration.
that Bill was innocent, but there However, we must hasten to
certainly exists more than a rea point out that because of the
sonable doubt of his guilt. In my constitutional provision that 'all
eyes the Board's performance has proceedings shall be kept strictly
been a disgrace to the College and confidential' he does not have
the student body and a mockery the complete evidence at his
of justice.
Three and one-hayears ago, as
"In the Heart of the Medical Area1'
a freshman, I had the choice of
Phone 262-89binding or not binding myself
with my signature to the Honor
Code. If I had known then that
I would be submitting myself to
UNIQUE COOKERY
the jurisdiction of incompetent,
"SINCE 1925
rash, and stubborn students who
132 S. Buckeyt
are anxious only to cut the veins
WOOSTER, OHIO
of any student who seems to cheat,
Located for Your Convenience
I would have certainly had no
Continuous Service from
"Honor" Code. One mistrial, one
7:30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
desconviction of the innocent,
For Reservations Phone
troys all the good and honor of
South Side Public Square
Code.
"Honor"
any
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
263-377T. D. Nichols
Phones: 263-288- 6,
1
, 262-49- 72

peaceful in death.

264-404- 0

1-

by Mike West

tBc&ti . . .

Wooster, Ohio

Friday, March 4, 1966

The College Bookstore

Catering to
BANQUETS

This Beautiful MARQUISE

We
Gift

III

Men

DIAMOND BRIDAL PAIR

Wrap

and

Beautifully designed for the
modern bride in your choice
of 14K White or Yellow Gold.

flu Tli

Women

Free

Q

0

FAMILY MEALS

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eatl

mum-r-

-n

James Coburn

Lee

J. Cobb

in

"OUR MAN FLINT"

Valued Priced at Only

Phone 262-78for Reservations
06

$225.00

BREHHEC BOOS.

Up To 13 Months To Pay

are continuing their sale
on all winter goods
10

Pritchard Joaolors
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of Square
Wooster, Ohio

Tonite thru Tues.

PRIVATE PARTIES

For
Both

TO

40

OFF

BRENNER BROS.
the
Lower

.

Cost of Dressing Well

(Off Liberty St.)

Rear, 14512 E. Liberty

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey

Owner and Operator

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY MARCH
SAMANTHA EGGAR in

9-- 10

"THE COLLECTOR"
2 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
Samantha Eggar
William Wyler

"Best Actress"
"Best Director"

